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strategies and 
devices
landscape urbanism 
process over time, the staging of surfaces, 
the imaginary, 
the network systems, 
collisive site, eco-field, recaliming terrain, 
landscape unit, 
the thickening of the ground…
participatory planning  
listen to the local communities 
meta-project
selforganized maintenance and 
local care of the sites
public art 
accessibility to all public
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community involvement and participation 
land art, earthworks (coined by Robert Smithson)
art crated in nature 
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temporary uses
time in between
new imaginery
site specific cycle activities and projects
new commons 
local community maintenance

architecture international cooperation 
exchange of knolegde and local formation 
site specific prjects
temporary architecture/ transient arch. / per-
manent architecture
community involvement and maintenance
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PHOTO INQUIRY 

“Scattered city” 
of Gabriele Basilico is about the city 
and its contemporary landscape. 
The gaze is not so much directed at 
monuments or places that make a city 
famous and charming millions of vi-
sitors, but rather is looking for new 
points of insertion for signs and chan-
ges in the metropolitan area. 
They are the “average city” and, in 
particular, the suburbs where “the 
quality of the urban environment is 
diluted to get lost.”
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infrastructures 
connection / rupture
residual open spaces/ drosscapes 



contemporary city 
discontinuity, fragmentation/ 
public spaces and nonplaces



city sprawl 
conurbation, pulviscular city/ 
nonplaces / residual open spaces

infrastructures 
connection / rupture 



city sprawl 
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infrastructures 
connection / rupture 



city sprawl 
conurbation, pulviscular city/
terrain vagues



contemporary city  
conurbation, densification, layering 
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contemporary city 
urban voids, former factories, 
tertiary and commerce spaces...



contemporary city 
urban voids, former factories, 
tertiary and commerce spaces...



city sprawl 
heritage , pulviscular city



PHOTO INQUIRY 

“Il Bel Paese” 
of Claudio Sabbatino.
Great building artifacts inherited 
from the past buildings are juxtapo-
sed with more or less recent archae-
ological finds, that are in the midst 
of bridges, roads, buildings, houses. 
Some cities appear as a warehouse: 
a chaotic collection of historical ar-
tifacts and buildings accumulated 
over time in no particular order.



Claudio Sabbatino | Il bel Paese, 2012

contemporary city
heritage, layering, terrein vagues
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contemporary city
heritage, layering, terrain vagues



Claudio Sabbatino | Il bel Paese, 2012

contemporary city
heritage, layering, ruptures



Claudio Sabbatino | Il bel Paese, 2012

contemporary city
heritage, layering, mass tourism
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process over time, the staging of surfaces, 
the imaginary, 
the network systems, 
collisive site, eco-field, landscape unit, 
the thickening of the ground…
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LANDSCAPE URBANISM 

In the Anglo-Saxon tradition the in-
tertwining of ecology, landscape and 
urban design is particularly felt and is 
the basis of a significant tradition of 
interdisciplinary research. In the last 
twenty years a theoretical and urban 
design expression, in this sense, is 
Landscape urbanism.



LANDSCAPE URBANISM 

Key concepts of landscape urbanism 
defined by Shane, Corner, Waldheim, 
Mohsen, Najle such are: process over 
time, the staging of surfaces, the ima-
ginary, the network systems, collisi-
ve site, eco-field, landscape unit, the 
thickening of the ground…



le Jardin Planétaire
/ le manifeste du tiers paysage
edited by gilles clement, 1994

public art

landscape 
architecture

west8 landscape architecture
edited by west8 adriaan geuze 1994

IBA EMScHER PARK 1990
Internationale Bauausstellung Emscher Park

casabella 1993 | n.553-554

topos landscape magazine

1990

2000

2010-14

FALCK AREAS international competition 1998 

landscape urbanism conference
edited by the Graham Foundation chicago 1996

landscape urbanism A Manual for 
the Machinic Landscape 
edited by m. Mostafavi, c. najle 2003 

metrobosco edited by multiplicity.lab 2007-09

topos 71-landscape urbanism 2009

ecological urbanism 
edited by m. Mostafavi 2010 

lotus 150 landscape urbanism 2012

superkilen 
edited by topotek1 berlin 2013

constructing a project
edited by g. de carlo, v.a. , i. inti 2005

landscape urbanism   

land art

infrastructure landscape

terra fluxus edited by j. corner in
the landscape urbanism reader 
edited by c. waldheim 2006

lotus navigator
2000- 2004

Transcalarità e adattabilità nel 
Landscape Urbanism 
edited by C. padoa schioppa 2010



iba emscher 
park
Internationale Bauausstellung Emscher Park

landscape urbanism 
process over time, the staging of surfaces, 
the imaginary, 
the network systems, 
collisive site, eco-field, recaliming terrain, 
landscape unit, 
the thickening of the ground…
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IBA EMSCHER PARK 1999
The International Building Exhibition Emscher Park (IBA) on both sides of 
the Emscher River in the middle of Germany’s largest industrial region, was 
a ten-year attempt to change a distinctive region permanently marked and 
damaged by industrial history and give it a new future. Ten years after the 
IBA’s finale, this catalogue documents the projects that through many small, 
acupuncture-like interventions shaped the result of the IBA’s structural pro-
gramme in the Ruhr area. They changed the region’s history, continued to 
develop after the end of the IBA, and had an immediate impact in themselves 
and on their environment. 









IBA Emsher park
Duisburg Noord, Emsher Park, 1990-99 
parco paesaggio archeologia industriale / land-
scape park of the industrial heritage
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IBA Emsher park
Duisburg Noord, Emsher Park, 1990-99 
parco paesaggio archeologia industriale 
/ landscape park of the industrial heritage



IBA Emsher park
Duisburg Noord, Emsher Park, 1990-99 
parco paesaggio archeologia industriale / land-
scape park of the industrial heritage



IBA Emsher park
Werksschwimmbad, 2003
Dirk Paschke, Daniel Milohnic
il gioco e l’archeologia industriale / industrial 
heritage playground
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IBA Emsher park
Werksschwimmbad, 2003
Dirk Paschke, Daniel Milohnic
il gioco e l’archeologia industriale / industrial 
heritage playground



Peter Latz
Duisburg Noord, Emsher Park, 1990-99 
parco paesaggio archeologia industriale / land-
scape park of the industrial heritage











FRESH KILLS PARKLANDS
Saten island, NYC,2001
Fields Operation
parco paesaggio archeologia industriale / land-
scape park of the industrial heritage





LANDSCAPE URBANISM 

J. Corner| Terra Fluxus| Process over time
Derived from ecology, the temporal aspects of 
landscape urbanism eschews the deterministic 
modes of modernist planning and new urbani-
sm, addressing “how things work in space and 
time” leading to a “more organic, fluid urbani-
sm”. The movement away from fixed, linear, me-
chanistic models complicates the development 
of solutions (including both design and repre-
sentation, much less construction). The title of 
the essay as oppositional to ‘terra firma’, opens 
the new view of terra fluxus, which values “shi-
fting processes coursing across the urban field.”



LANDSCAPE URBANISM 

J. Corner | TerrA Fluxus | Staging of surfaces
Gives proimance to the horizontal surface as a 
“field of action,” and able to operate at a wide 
range of scales, from the sidewalk to the “entire 
infrastructural matrix of urban surfaces.” This de-
rives from Koolhaas in his 1995 essay “Whatever 
Happened to Urbanism” where he prioritizes ur-
ban infrastructure by the, “irrigating of territo-
ries with potential… staging the ground for both 
uncertainty and promise.” Mechanisms to achieve 
this include the grid (an overlay of flexibility and 
legibility) that is operated by users through cho-
reography. Diverse groups of people interacting 
with space in time, creating “an ecology of va-
rious systems and elements that set in motion a 
diverse network of interaction.” 



LANDSCAPE URBANISM 

J. Corner | Terra Fluxus | The Imaginery
Corner invoking the need for creativi-
ty, not just rationality in coming up 
with solutions within this framework. 
The implementation of design within 
public space engages the spirit of the 
urban population, acting as “containers 
of collective memory and desire” and 
furthermore “places for geographic and 
social imagination to extend new rela-
tionships and sets of possibilities.” 



LANDSCAPE URBANISM 

J. Corner | Terra Fluxus | The working 
method
The complexity means development of 
a new mode of representation that re-
quire new techniques “to address the 
sheer scope of issues here are despe-
rately lacking.” While in the tradition 
of urbanism, the solutions are unresol-
ved, Corner does imply the importance, 
stating that “this area alone, it would 
seem to me, is deserving of our utmost 
attention and research.”  This implies 
a direction for future study in the con-
temporary metropolis to test and vet 
these techniques.

















Downsview park internatioal competition
FIELDS OPERATIONS
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BUCKTHORN CITY
1995, Hoek van Holland, The Netherlands

The design of Buckthorn City is a study of the optimal sites for development in the region of Rotterdam-The Hague. The scenario for the new city

calls for reclaiming a portion of the sea, and is thus a clear departure from the steady development of the polder landscape. If a strip of land off the

North Sea coast is reclaimed, it will be possible to allow the accelerated evolution of a landscape in five years. 

client
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team

Edzo Bindels, Adriaan Geuze, gricha bourbouze, Cyrus Clark, Arno de vries, Ramon Jansen, Wim Kloosterboer, Rene Marey, Guido Marsille, Erik

Overdiep, Katrien Prak
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Downsview park internatioal competition
ex base dell’aereonautica militare, Toronto
/ former militaty airbase, Toronto



Downsview park internatioal competition
Rem Koolhaas, Bruce Mau, Oleson Worland, 
Inside/outside 
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Downsview park internatioal competition
Tschumi, Revington, Finlayson 





il Metrobosco
Multiplicity.lab
area metropolitana milanese, 2006-09



il Metrobosco
Multiplicity.lab
area metropolitana milanese, 2006-09



01. 
correcting 
the effects
Constructions, devices and 
technologies that set out to 
guide processes and cor-
rect their effects. Projects 
for shaping the environ-
ment.





Viet Niego + Lemna Corporation
Gorgonzola, Italia, 1990
Depurazione delle acqua/ water purification







Viet Niego + Lemna Corporation
Deviils Lake, Nord Dakota, 1989
Depurazione delle acqua/ water purification





Sholomo Aronson 
Deserto del Negev, Israele, 1990
Riempimento cave di fosfato/ filling phosphate 
pits





Sholomo Aronson 
Deserto del Negev, Israele, 1990
Strutture e nastri trasportatori 
/ structures and conveyor belts





Mel Chin
St Paul, MInnesota,1990-93  
Fitodepurazione / phytodepuration 



Mel Chin
St Paul, MInnesota,1990-93  
Fitodepurazione / phytodepuration 





Facoltà di Agraria- 
Università degli Studi di Firenze
Las Cuchillas, Perù, 1995-98
Attrattori di bebbia/ Atrapanieblas/ fog attractors
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LANDSCAPE URBANISM 

J. Corner
process over time, staging of surfaces
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Infrastructure 
landscapes
the reaction to the destructive impact of 
the communication arteries

Town Planning, Politecnico di Milano

Isabella Inti
20.12.2013



Projects that react to the 
destructive impact of the 
communication arteries, with 
efforts to reconstruct the land-
scape, bringing together the el-
ements for a new and contem-
porary type of natural scenery.
Is it possible a new reconcilia-
tion between travel and living? 
Between mobility and environ-
ment?














































































































































